Abstract-The topology of interconnection networks plays a key role in the performance of all general purpose networking applications. Mesh, Torus, and Hypercube have been the most popular interconnection network topologies used in most of the digital communication systems. Among these topologies Torus is well suited in any general purpose networking application because of its simple network structure and high degree of symmetry. The performance of an interconnection network can be measured using various performance metrics as well as structural properties. Performance parameters that must be considered in designing an interconnection network are latency, throughput, cost, node degree, network diameters, and path diversity. Keeping these factors in mind, in this paper, we have proposed an interconnection network topology namely Centrally Connected Torus (CCTorus), which is the new version of classical Torus network. The aim is to achieve low latency, high throughput, minimum network diameter and better path diversity. In this paper the proposed topology is evaluated by using both theoretical analysis and simulations. Simulation results show that CCTorus has better scalability, and its average latency and average throughput is better than that of Mesh, XMesh, Torus, and XTorus by significant proportions respectively, particularly for larger size networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
NITIALLY designed for the challenging requirements of the multicomputer, interconnection networks are starting to replace buses as the typical system-level interconnection [1] . Mesh and Torus like networks have been exploited widely in the construction of parallel computers. Computer engineers always tried hard to enhance the performance of the computer architectures. The fast intense circuitry and parallelism may give high performance. The length of a link connecting a number of processors decreases as a result of increase in processor packaging density [2] .
Interconnection networks cover a wide variety of applications; much like memory hierarchy covers a broad range of speeds and sizes. Networks used to connect system elements have a quality to share a lot in common with storage and I/O elements, depends more on the software protocols and operating system than high speed hardware solutions [3] .
Interconnection network topology is the graphical structure of a network, and may be described physically or logically. Physical topology is regarding position of the network's various components, including device location and cable fitting, while logical topology shows flow of data within a network, regardless of its physical structure and position [4] . Distances between nodes, interconnections through physical media, transmission rates, and signal nature may vary between two networks; however their topologies may be identical. Performance evaluation of various interconnection networks is done in terms of topological properties and performance metrics of the network [5] .
II. RELATED WORK AND RESEARCH GAPS
In this section we present review of related research literature along with the gaps in the existing literature. In [6] , Y. M. Ouyang, B. Zhu, H. G. Liang proposed new network topologies DMesh and DTorus network, which is constructed by adding corresponding diagonal links to the nodes on an ordinary Mesh and Torus networks. Basically the diagonal links are added to increase the node degree and to decrease the network diameter.
Another new Mesh-like topology named XMesh, and its routing algorithm called XM are proposed by Zhu X.J, Hu W.W, Ma K. [7] to satisfy the special need of Network-onChip (NoC). They added some diagonal edges on the Mesh topology, to reduce the average distances of the Mesh network.
J.M. Camara, M. Moreto, E. Vallejo, R. Beivide et al. in [8] , analyzed twisted 2D and 3D mixed-radix Torus topologies that remove the network bottlenecks that existed in nontwisted networks. Twisted 2D and 3D mixed-radix Torus topologies improves edge symmetry, and also utilize their links in a balanced way.
Ya-gang Wang, Hui-min Du, Xu-bang Shen [9] proposed a new topology, SD-Torus, which is regular and symmetrical interconnection network to improve the scalability and to reduce the implementation complexity of Mesh and Mesh-like networks. The SD-Torus network is a combination of a typical 2D-torus network with two extra diagonal links from northwest to southeast direction for each node.
In [10] , Chao Zhang, Menghan Li proposed novel hybrid architecture, P2i-Torus, which is formed by adding extra channels to a classic Torus network. The authors also showed that P2i is able to provide the value of an ideal throughput CCTorus: A New Torus Topology for Interconnection Networks Sapna Yadav, and C. Rama Krishna which is greater than two times of channel bandwidth with asymptotically minimal node degree. Liu Yu-Hang, Zhu Ming-Fa, Wang Jue, Xiao Li-Min, Gong Tao [11] proposed a topology called XTorus, and evaluated its performance using both theoretical analysis and experimental simulations. The analysis shows that, compared with Mesh, XMesh, and Torus, the proposed topology has better properties in terms of network diameter, average latency, throughput, and path diversity.
The topologies which have been discussed in this section are extended versions of classical Torus with some additional links in diagonal or any other direction. As the size of these networks increase, the number of links also increases. Because of very large number of links, these networks with larger size are very complex to design and their implementation cost is also high. For improving the performance of an interconnection network, the main focus is to balance on low latency, high throughput, less implementation cost along with reduced network diameter and increased path diversity.
Hence, there is a need re-examine existing interconnection network topologies. In this paper, we have proposed CCTorus, a new interconnection topology, which addresses some of these issues by taking advantage of increased process level and good symmetry of Torus interconnection network topology.
III. PROPOSED CCTORUS TOPOLOGY
Keeping in mind performance criteria described in section II, the objectives of this paper are:
 To design a new extended version of Torus interconnection network topology, where the focus is to balance on low latency and high throughput.  To obtain better structural properties in terms of network diameter and path diversity.
CCTorus is a modified 2D-Torus structure, where the corners and middle points of all four boundaries of simple 2D-Torus are connected to the centre node(s) of Torus ( Fig. 1) . To design the n×n CCTorus topology, maximum twelve extra edges are required to connect all four corners and middle boundary nodes of Torus to the centre node(s) of Torus.
Fig. 1 A Typical CCTorus Topology
To design n×n CCTorus, first find the center of n×n Torus. If n is odd then only one centre node and if n is even then four center nodes will be considered as a center of Torus.
We assume that all nodes have a unique number, where first node having the number 0 and referred as node(0) and second node having the number 1 and referred as node (1) and so on. In the n×n network, last node will have (n×n) -1 number, referred as node((n×n) -1). To design the n×n CCTorus, first step is to design a simple n×n 2D Torus, and then find the center to connect all four corner nodes and middle boundary nodes to this center. The number of centre nodes depends on whether n is odd or even.
A. If n is odd
By taking example of 5×5 network, the center of n×n CCTorus network, where n is an odd number is given as:
Using (1) all corners and middle boundary nodes will be connected to single center node (Fig.2 ). 
B. If n is even
By taking example of 6×6 network, the center of n×n CCTorus network, where n is an even number is given as:
Using (2) all corners and middle boundary nodes will be connected to four center nodes (Fig.3 ). 
IV. STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES
In the following, structural properties of the topologies are analyzed first by taking example of 5×5 node scale network, and for further verification, performance evaluation is also conducted using a discrete event-driven network simulator NS2.
A. Network Diameter
Network diameter refers to the largest, minimal hop count over all pairs of terminal nodes in the network. Reducing network diameter is helpful in reducing communication overhead [1] [2] .
The network diameter can be calculated by counting the minimal number of hop count between two farthest terminal node pair [2] . As an example node (1) and node(19) have been taken as two terminal nodes for calculating network diameter (Fig.4) . The number of hop count on the path between these node pair, which is shown by blue color arrows is 4. It can be generalized for an n×n network that the diameter for this network will be (n-1).
Fig. 4 Calculation of Hop Count in CCTorus
For an n×n network, the diameters of other existing networks have been calculated in the same way [2] . The diameter of Mesh is 2(n-1); for Torus, it is (n). The diameter of XMesh is (n-1); and for XTorus, it is also (n-1). However, network diameter of CCTorus is equivalent with XMesh and XTorus, but compared with Mesh and Torus, it has the shortest network diameter.
B. Ideal Average Latency
For a given topology, ideal average latency (T) is the average routing delay between all nodes in the topology in the absence of congestion. It can be estimated using eqn. (3) .
Here H is the average hop number from source node to destination node, Tr is the delay in routing on the router (cycle/hop), D is average distance from the source node to destination node usually equals to H (unit is hop), v is wire transmission speed (hop/cycle), L is packet length (flit), and b is bandwidth (flit/cycle). In general, H and D values are different for different topologies, while Tr is dependent on the routing algorithm and the physical implementation of the router. The first step in finding average latency is to calculate H, which is equivalent to D.
Due to left-right, upper-lower, and diagonal symmetry, the twenty five nodes of 5×5 CCTorus network can be divided into five categories of equivalence classes. In terms of routing, in order to be adaptive to different communication patterns, it is expected that the distance between nodes should show a good balance. The distance between nodes is shown in Table I . With the help of number of nodes having distance value 1, 2, 3, and 4 from representative element of equivalence classes (Table I) 
C. Ideal Average Throughput
For a given topology, ideal throughput (TH) is the maximum network throughput in a perfect flow control and routing mechanism [2] . It can be estimated using eqn. (4) .
where Bc is the number of channels when removed, divide the whole network into two equal halves; b is the width of each channel; N is the number of nodes. Taking 5×5 node scale as an example (Fig. 5 The ideal throughput of CCTorus increases by 62.5% compared with that of Mesh, and increases by 25%, 37.5%, and 12.5% compared with that of Torus, XMesh and XTorus respectively.
D. Path Diversity
If there exists more than one shortest path between most of the node pairs, then that topology is referred to as possessing path diversity [2] . Let SP [n] [n] is an array, which records the number of shortest paths between any two nodes. By taking example of 5×5 CCTorus, the process for calculating path diversity (Fig.6 ) can be described with the help of following steps [11] By using the same method, the path diversity value for XMesh, and XTorus have been calculated as 1.44 and 1.56 respectively.
CCTorus has average two shortest paths between any node pair, which is more than that of XTorus and XMesh, and thus has better fault tolerance capability than XTorus and XMesh.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The aim of this performance analysis is to evaluate whether the average latency for CCTorus is significantly reduced compared with that of existing Mesh and Torus based topologies, and whether CCTorus is able to adapt to a variety of communication patterns with improved average throughput as compared to other topologies viz. Torus, XMesh, XTorus.
A. Simulation Environment
To simulate and analyse the new CCTorus interconnection network we developed a simulation model using NS2 [13] . We have used existing dynamic routing algorithm to compute the path, and also used five different traffics for packet generation [14] . The simulation analysis and results for proposed and existing n×n network topology are shown by taking example of 25-node scale, 36-node scale and 64-node scale networks. Nodes are connected with bidirectional point-to-point sequential links. The delay and bandwidth of links are set to 10ms and 1MB respectively. Simulation analysis for average latency and throughput parameters are performed under 5 different traffic mechanisms viz. CBR over UDP, CBR over TCP, FTP over TCP, Telnet over TCP, HTTP over TCP. Here different traffic patterns have been used for measuring performance swing. Table II specifies salient parameters used in simulation. 
B. Performance Analysis
In this, we have performed simulation under five different traffic mechanisms for all Torus based networks. The simulation time is fixed, and packet generation window is from 0.5 to 9.5 second.
1) Average Throughput Analysis
The CCTorus topology produced comparatively better results for average throughput as compared to other existing torus like topologies because it reduces the number of intermediate nodes between source and destination nodes during data transmission, which will help in minimizing the congestion between source and destination nodes. Simulation results also verify this fact. Fig.7 (a to e) depicts throughput (in Mbps) comparison under different traffic types in different interconnection network topologies.  Throughput of CCTorus increases by 20%, 8%, 3%, and 3% compared with that of Mesh, Torus, XMesh and XTorus respectively under CBR over UDP ( Fig.  7(a) )  Throughput of CCTorus increases by 26%, 6%, 1%, and 1% compared with that of Mesh, Torus, XMesh and XTorus respectively under CBR over TCP (Fig.  7(b) ).  Throughput of CCTorus increases by 35%, 17%, 3%, and 3% compared with that of Mesh, Torus, XMesh and XTorus respectively under FTP over TCP (Fig.  7(c) ).  Throughput of CCTorus increases by 9%, 6%, 3%, and 2.8% compared with that of Mesh, Torus, XMesh and XTorus respectively under Telnet over TCP (Fig.  7(d) ).  Throughput of CCTorus increases by 11%, 5%, 1%, and 1.1% compared with that of Mesh, Torus, XMesh and XTorus respectively under HTTP over TCP (Fig.  7(e) ).
iii. It can be seen from the results that for average throughput, performance of CCTorus improves with increasing network size as compared to other Torus like networks.
2) Average Delay analysis
By introducing shortcut links from source to destination, which helps in minimizing the number of links between them, CCTorus gives better performance in terms of average delay as compared to other existing Torus like structures. This fact has been verified by simulation results. Fig.8 (a to e) shows the comparison of average delay (in seconds).  Average delay of CCTorus is less than that of XTorus, XMesh, Torus, Mesh by 33%, 30%, 50% and 60% respectively under CBR over UDP (Fig. 8(a) )  Average delay of CCTorus is less than XTorus, XMesh, Torus, Mesh by 30%, 30%, 45% and 45% respectively under CBR over TCP ( Fig. 8(b) ).  Average delay of CCTorus is less than XTorus,XMesh, Torus, Mesh by 18%, 19%, 41% and 37% respectively under FTP over TCP (Fig. 8(c) ).  Average delay of CCTorus is less than XTorus, XMesh, Torus, Mesh by 8%, 8%, 15% and 15% respectively under Telnet over TCP (Fig. 8(d) ).  Average delay of CCTorus is less than XTorus, XMesh, Torus, Mesh by 33%, 30%, 45% and 45% respectively under HTTP over TCP (Fig. 8(e) ).
VI. CONCLUSIONS
To adapt to the need for massive data communication, in this paper, we have proposed an interconnection network topology, namely, CCTorus.
CCTorus not only inherits good symmetry from Torus, but also further reduces the average latency and increases average throughput as compared to other Torus like topologies.
Moreover, it also provides fault tolerance because of many shortest paths available between node pairs. CCTorus has been analysed for average delay, throughput, and also for structural properties viz. network diameter, ideal average delay and ideal average throughput by theoretical analysis followed by simulation to justify the results. CCTorus gives better performance when compared with existing Torus like topologies like XTorus, XMesh, Torus, and Mesh. When comparing results of theoretical analysis with simulation, it can be seen that results of simulation for average throughput are deviated somewhat as compared to theoretical analysis. In theoretical analysis perfect flow control and no congestion have been assumed. While in simulation analysis these factors affect the throughput value. But in case of delay, the simulation results are somewhat better than theoretical analysis, because theoretical analysis considers all node pairs for analysing delay. In future, the topology may be analyzed for more complex scenarios by taking multiple source and destination node pairs.
